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Lex



Feedback



Feedback



d4



1 AP to set an electrical charge that builds up damage when you take or deal damage. After 4 turns, it

releases in a small blast, dealing damage.



Set an electrical charge on yourself that lasts one round. If a creature attacks you while you have the charge,

the charge is triggered and you make an INT attack against the creature’s AGI for dX damage.



3 turns to release, human-sized blast



If attacked by a metal weapon or unarmed, Feedback automatically hits.



3 turns to release, human-sized blast that paralyzes for two turns



The charge lasts one hour or until it is triggered.



2 turns to release, large blast that paralyzes the foe for two turns



If attacked by a metal weapon or unarmed, the target is also stunned one round.



d6

d8

d10



???: “Combo that deals bonus electric damage and can’t be blocked”



d12



Lex

d4

d6

d8

d10



Shockwave

Consume a set Feedback Charge to stun for one round all creatures wearing or touching metal in a large

dome.



 No need to mention AP use if it’s 1 AP. By default, using a Hack is an action, and takes 1 AP unless

otherwise stated.

 Doesn’t use the d4-12 dice.

 “Blast” is not one of our size/shape terms.

 Master Hack has no name.

 Master Hack is vague and doesn’t draw from the main hack.



 Changed the damage to be based off of the Hack Dice instead of damage taken (having to keep track of

damage taken is a burden on the player).

 The damage now triggers upon taking an attack. Turns to release is too slow and must be kept track of

without using a dice).

 Scaling has been changed to make the effects of the hack more specific to certain situations.

 Master Hack designed around Lex’ “blast of electricity” vision with his original hack.



Thunder Ball

Casts a ball of thunder that pushes an enemy backward and deals damage. 1AP. Int-based.

Small thunder ball that deals electric damage



Make an INT attack against a target’s AGI for dX electric damage.



larger ball, knocks the foe back



A hit target is pushed backwards a few steps.



Knocks the foe way back



The Ball Lightning can be manipulated to curve and attack from a specific direction.



Wayyyyyy back



The struck target is pushed in a striaght line to the edge of an area.



Master hack: a large thunder ball the size of MetalGreymon's ult in Digimon Rumble



Ball Lightning



Ball of Thunder

Spend 2 AP to create a large ball of electricity that damages and pushes all hit targets to the edge of its

radius. After using this, Ball Lightning cannot be used for the rest of the day.



d12

 Basically a fireball that pushes. No problem.

 Scaling is a bit lackluster. The Hack is not exciting to level up.

 Master Hack is ok. Will work with this. But MetalGreymon’s ult is boob missiles. I think you mean

WarGreymon.



 Name changed to more directly reference a known phenomenon.

 Focused the scaling around the pushback, and adding direction for nuanced use on top of distance.

 Master Hack designed according to War Greymon’s Gaia Force, with a pushback flavor for consistency.



Lex

d4



Lightning Arc

A crackling surge of electricity rushes outward from you in a circle on the ground. sets off any

traps or explosives. Disables electronics. Small circle. No damage(?)

deals (higher) damage, 10 ft circle



You can spend an additional use to have the spark jump from the object you touch to another nearby object.

The spark cannot jump to the same target twice.



20 ft circle



The initial spark can be cast on a nearby object without touching it.



40 ft circle, surges upward as well



The spark now deals 1 damage to creatures it jumps to.



d6

d8

d10



Master Hack: a very large EMP Blast basically



 Name and visuals don’t connect. Name evokes some sort of chain lightning, while the effect is a

kind of shockwave.

 No mention of electronics yet until we start the tech hack pack.

 Please see the effect sizes and shapes image in the Facebook group. I thought it was clear we are

not using “X ft”.



d4

d6

d8

d10

d12



Arc Lightning

Spend 2 AP to shoot a fork of lightning that first consumes two uses of Arcing Spark, then deals damage to a

nearby creature equal to the number of uses remaining. It then consumes two additional uses to jump to

another nearby target and again deal damage equal to the remaining uses. This continues until all uses of

Arcing Spark are spent.



d12



Lex



Arcing Spark

For dX uses a day, cause a small zap of electricity to shock something that you touch. This deals no damage

but causes a slight pain and numbing sensation on creatures, and weakly magnetize small conducting objects.

and sets off explosives and sensitive traps.



 Changed the name to evoke the image better.

 Leveling up the Hack now makes it easier to use, and damage is minimal and at high level to keep this as a

utility ability.

 Master Hack is damaging, and very powerful because it automatically hits. It has been balanced around this

fact.



Magnetism

Renders something you touch magnetic or amagnetic. You can decide the opposite poles and

stuff. Makes a small object magnetic/amagnetic for a short amount of time.

Can make human-sized objects magnetic

Larger scale

Larger scale, for a loooong amount of time

Master Hack: creates a "magnetic field" around the user where time is dilated and everything

slows down except for the user which can move in much, much quicker speeds



Tabling this ability for the meantime. The mechanics of magnetism are hard to define in terms of rules. How

should it affect weapons? Armor? How can it be balanced?

For now, magnetic properties such as attaching to conductive materials can be a minor component of other

Hacks until we figure out a more specific way to utilize a general “Magnetism” hack.



Lex

d4



Lag

Target's turn is delayed, but gains higher dodge.



Flinch

Once per conflict, decrease a target’s initiative by dX for one round.

A target that is Flinching can’t prepare actions.



d6



A target that is Flinching can’t make reactions.



d8



Flinching lasts multiple rounds, ticking the Flinch Dice down after every round until the target is returned to

his or her original initiative.



d10



Lag

As an action, Lag a Flinching target. The target declares his or her next actions at his or her original initiative,

but only takes them on his or her Flinched initiative. The target still takes the actions regardless to changes to

the scene that may make such actions useless.



d12



Lex

d4



White Hat.

Negates the target's ability to use Hacks for a certain amount of time.



d6

d8

d10

d12

Lex

d4

d6

d8

d10

d12



For now, generic silence/counterspell abilities are too strong. All such suggestions will be tabled for the

meantime until I decide on a way to balance it.



Sadboy

The lower the Will, the higher the damage reduction. Adds a bonus when Broken?

Heh. But let’s not incentivize being Broken. Broken is akin to ghostform in WoW, where you must penalize a

player for losing, but not take him out of the game entirely so as to not decrease gameplay. Will consider the

“lower Will” mechanic for a diff “class”.



Malik



Freeze



d4



A small target becomes trapped in ice for a number of rounds and is unable to move. It may spend 1AP

to break out of this hack.



d6

d8

d10

d12



You can now choose medium sized targets.

Anything affected by this hack can no longer spend AP to break free.



This already exists in the form of Cold Hands in the existing hacks. I will incoroporate some of your ideas into

Cold Hands though, such as spending AP to shake off the effect, and increasing size. In general though, “stun”

effects such as freezing solid are too strong in FnT. Because of low health pools and snowballing accuracy

(heh), prolonged stun is practically an insta-defeat.

For future reference, balance such effects by reducing duration, number of uses or targets, reserving them

for higher levels of a hack, or making them conditional (“wearing metal” or “standing in water”).



You can now choose large targets.

ice stays for as long as you want.



Malik



Drink



d4



You cup your hands together in mid air and they are filled with drinkable water a number of times per

day.



For dX uses per day, you can cup your hands together and cause them to fill with drinkable that does not

spill.



The water does not run out until you separate your hands per use.



The water refills endlessly if drunk, but not if poured.



You may cup somebody else's hands to perform this hack.



You may conjure any inherently non-harmful liquid. Oil is inherently non-harmful, while poison or acid is.



The hack can be used instead with anything that could hold water.



You can cause this effect with anything you are holding that could hold water.



d6

d8

d10

d12



Life Drink: Defeated characters who drink roll a d20 (difficulty 15). On a success, they are no longer

defeated.



 So far my favorite scaling effects.

 Don’t use extra rolls within a Hack other than the use of its Hack Dice, and an attack roll of some

sort if needed.



Drink



Healing Water

Water conjured can remove the Defeated state, consuming all remaining uses to heal the drinker by the

same amount. This only removes the Defeated state, not Broken.

 Just changed it to have uses other than water to encourage creativity.

 Master Hack altered.



Malik

d4

d6

d8



Water Down



As a reaction to a hack that attacks you, play down the effects of the ability and reduce the hack roll by dX.

This cannot affect Master Hacks.



You may react to a hack targeted at an ally.



You may react to a hack targeted at an ally.



Affected characters cannot use the affected hack until the end of the scene.



If the roll is reduced to 0, the affected Hack may not be used for the rest of the scene.



Enemies cannot use the affected hack until the end of the scene.



If the ability still hits, its damage or duration is reduced by whatever you rolled on the Water Down Dice.

Damage and duration cannot be reduced below 1.



d10

If this hack reduces a target's roll to 0, they may no longer use the hack for a day.



d12



d4

d6

d8

d10

d12



Dismiss

Dismiss the effects of a Hack entirely. Once per day, completely negate the usage of an ability.



 This is a counterspell effect so I will water it down pa.

 Disabling a hack is a big deal. Remember characters only have so many hacks.



Malik



Water Down



As a reaction to a hack against you, you turn to your target unimpressed, reducing their hack roll

against you.



 Altered the disable mechanic slightly, to be more balanced. To reduce a d20+stat roll with a Hack Dice

should prove to be difficult and rare enough to allow disabling a hack for the rest of a fight.

 Master Hack is powerful, but can only be used once on one Hack, encouraging careful and strategic use.



Malik’s Protagonist

As a reaction to losing all of your will while this hack is inactive, gain maximum will for a number of

rounds. You are defeated if the scene has not ended after these rounds.

Add your confidence to defense rolls made in this duration.

Add your confidence to attacks made in this duration.

You are immune to negative hacks in this duration.

Glorious Resolution: Roll a d20, on a successful roll (15+), you regain all of your will instead of being

defeated after the hack.



Blatantly overpowered haha.

Will table the following effects for the meantime, because I think they are good effects to utilize after this is

re-thought: reacting to a death blow, and becoming undefeatable for a duration (balanced around the fact

that your Defense will be 1 anyway).



Malik

d4

d6

d8

d10



Jump



Jump



D4 feet. You jump a height greater than what you normally would without taking any damage.



For dX uses per day, you can jump your entire height either in vertical or horizontal distance.



You may close this distance horizontally as if dashing.



You can spend a use to ignore any falling damage you take.



If you would land on an enemy, they must defend as if it were a normal attack or take the feet rolled

as damage.



You can spend multiple uses to increase the distance of your jump. To jump high and forward, you would

need to spend separate uses to move horizontally from vertically.



You may jump with other characters.



You can jump while carrying another character or a similar weight that you can carry normally.



You can drop held characters while jumping.



Death From Above

When falling, should you somehow land on an creature, you can deal 1 damage for every unit of distance you

fell equal to your height.



d12

 We don’t use feet as a measure of distance.

 The Dragoon inspiration for this will be acknowledged in the edit.



 Tweaked the Dice use and adjusted the scaling to make use of uses instead of feet.

 Remind me to put in the manual how to compute faling damage (I don’t know how yet though without

using feet).

 Also since we’re not using feet, I used character height. “The building is three people high” as opposed to

“20ft high”.



Carlos

d4

d6

d8

d10



Fire Pillar



Fire Pillar



create a stationary pillar of flame in an unoccupied area roughly the size of a person dealing INT

damage to anything that passes through.



Create a pillar of flame in small unoccupied circle that lasts one round, dealing dX fire damage to creatures

that pass through.



you can consume an action to move the pillar one space



The pillar now lasts one hour.



you can now create 3 pillar of fire that have to be adjacent



The pillar is a large circle.



anything that tries to pass through is set on fire and receives additional fire damage per round



You can create up to three adjacent pillars. The two outer pillars only last one round.



Flamewall you can now create 5 pillars that no longer have to be adjacent when summoned



d12

 Just lacks Dice use and space terminology.

 For future reference, INT is used to see if a spell hits, and the Hack’s Dice is used for damage,

duration, etc.

 Master Hack should be more than a mere numerical increase, but like an upgraded effect.



Carlos

d4

d6

d8

d10

d12



Flamewall

Create a wall of fire that deals Fire Pillar damage to creatures that pass through and sets them on fire.

Creatures on fire continue to take 1 fire damage on their turns until they put out the fire.

 No real need to move the pillar.

 Specified duration.



Flame Weapon



Flame Weapon



a melee weapon you hold is covered in flames that you are immune to and deals additional fire

damage



As an action, melee weapon you are holding is covered in bright flames and deals an extra dX fire domage on

its next strike, consuming the flames.



you can now give ranged weapons fire damage, their ammunition now catching flame



You can grant this fire damage to allies’ weapons, melee or not, by touching the weapon.



the weapon retains its flaming properties even if you no longer hold it



The weapon remains on fire even if you let go of it.



you can set any weapons you see on fire, choosing whether or not the wielder is immune to the flames



The target struck is also set on fire.



Fire Become My Steel You can now summon flames to take the form of any weapon you choose. The

weapon is magical and you cannot be disarmed of it.



 Bonus damage is very strong, so I will be limiting the duration of this.

 D10 is creative, but detracts from the use of the hack I think. The “heat metal” effect is good

though, maybe it deserves its own hack.



Firesteel

Once per day, you can summon flames that take the form of a weapon you choose. You cannot be disarmed

of the weapon and it acts like a regular weapon affected by Flame Weapon, but lasts until the end of a scene.

 The extra damage is for one strike only now, requiring reapplication to continuously use the bonus

damage.

 Here’s the balance behind it, to inform future similar hacks: a character with 2 AP can attach twice, dealing

2X damage. A character with one strike Flame Weapon must spend 1 AP, to set up the hack, then another 1

AP to attack for 1X + 1Y damage (more or less equal to 2X). A lasting Flame Weapon can deal 1X1Y damage

per strike after the first application, potentially reaching 2X + 2Y damage per turn by attacking twice, which

is way too much damage. In keeping with the idea of the hack, it’s not about making the character’s attacks

deal more numbers, but give them different types of numbers (fire damage) to work into diff situations.



Carlos

d4

d6

d8

d10



Misdirection



Once per scene, you can make a non-hostile character believe something that you say until the end of the

scene. The next dX words out of your mouth are believed by the target without hesitation.



You can now do this without saying anything, using only gestures that the target must see



You can affect hostile creatures.



You can now use this as a reaction



You affect all creatures who can hear you.



The target will now believe the trickery for a longer period of time



The effect lasts indefinitely, or until the affected creature experiences something directly contrary to your lie.



Duck Season, Fire You alter a very important detail in the target’s understanding of a situation or

event, this doesn’t wear off until the target realises the truth



d12











No Hack Dice use.

The effects are a bit vague but I like the general tone.

The upgrades are a bit all over the place, instead of focusing the hack’s use.

The duration of the effect is also undefined.



Carlos



Once per day, you can use your Silver-Tongue to describe something that your targets can or will see, or

something that they experienced. Your words effectively modify their perception or memory, causing them

to see and remember what you describe no matter what their senses tell them.

 Focused it around the “say something and they will believe it” mechanic.

 The Dice is not used for words. (Personal pet peeve, people who use Command in DnD 5E but forget it

applies to only one word)



Firebomb



Firebomb

You create a small fiery orb in your hand that explodes in a small circle after dX rounds, for damage that

increases by 1 per round. The orb can be thrown nearby to land at a location.



Before detonation, you can consume an action to move the orb one space



When throwing the orb at a creature, you can make an AGI attack against the target’s AGI to cause the fire

bomb to stick on hit.



You can now consume an action to detonate the orb earlier, dealing extra damage for each round left



You can detonate the bomb early, as a free action.



The orb now deals damage in a large circle



The orb now explodes in a large circle.



d6



d10



Fabulist



You create a small fiery orb that explodes dealing damage in a small circle after d4 rounds



d4



d8



Silver-Tongued



As an action you tell a lie to altering only a single, small detail, and the target will believe it to be true

for a few moments



Fireworks You can now split a large bomb into multiple smaller bombs that can reappear in an area

you choose



d12

 Exploding the bomb early should be penalized not incentivized, as the main opportunity cost of this

attack from a simple fireball is that the damage is delayed.

 Rest of the effects are fine, just gonna make them more specific.



Scatterbomb

Instead of dealing damage, you can cause a Firebomb to instead split into a number of Firebombs equal to

how much damage the original Firebomb would have dealt. These Firebombs bounce onto adjacent spaces or

creatures from the original, and begin with a fresh timer. After using this, you can no longer use Firebomb for

the rest of the day.

 Decided to make the “move orb one space” into a “sticks onto you” thing, because that is more panicinducing. Also, “one space” does not exist in FnT.

 Adjusted cost opportunities (and naming) for Master Hack version.



Carlos

d4



Pickpocket



Sleight of Hand



You stealthily approach a target to take one small item that isn’t a weapon from them with their INS

versus your AGI. They won’t notice for a number of rounds equal to the dice roll



You can attempt to pickpocket, place, or palm small objects even while not in stealth, and gain a Confidence

bonus to do so.



Instead of stealing an object you can now plant objects on their person



You are able to take even things that are holstered, or otherwise attached to your target using a regular

pickpocketing roll.



If you are not in combat you can now relieve them of their weapons



You are able to take even things that are worn, using a regular pickpocketing roll. This affects small

accessories, and not a person’s shoes, pants, or shirt unless they are designed to be easy to remove in a

single motion.



You can now steal and plant medium sized objects



You are able to take things that are held, using a regular pickpocketing roll. This applies even to weapons

enemies are holding while in combat.



d6



d8



d10

d12 Disarm You can now disarm a target of their weapons during combat.



Invisible Hand

As an action, something you are holding can be held deftly and creatively, effectively making it seem to

onlookers like you are not holding it at all. This no longer needs a roll, and the object is considered hidden.



d12

 I see you, Dovakhiin. Won’t change much except that pickpocketing is an action any character can

take. This, as a hack, should be a special ability only some have so will rebalance and reword

around that.



 Will need to reword this cleaner in the future, but the main idea is, anyone can pickpocket, but only

someone with this hack can pickpocket right under someone’s nose.
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